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Wristbands that record and analyze your physical 
activity. Gloves that help manufacturing workers work 
smarter. Glasses that put a world of information and 
communication in your line of sight. These are just a 
few examples of the “wearable technology” products 
redefining the role of technology in our everyday  
lives. It is also creating tremendous commercial 
opportunities; by one estimate, the global market for 
wearable technology products will grow to more than 
$30 billion by 2018.1 

The rapid growth of wearable technologies creates 
tremendous opportunities for companies. But it also 
presents some potential implications for their brand 
assets, according to Rod S. Berman, a Los Angeles-
based intellectual property attorney specializing in 
patent, trademark, trade dress, copyright, and unfair 
competition matters. 

Berman says because these products integrate 
technology and fashion, they pose some interesting 
challenges for securing and protecting intellectual 
property assets. This paper explores the potential 
implications of wearable technology on trademarks, 
trade dress, copyright, and design patents. 

Which IP Rights Apply?
Berman notes that the combination of technology  
and fashion elements makes wearable tech products  
a unique IP challenge. “As IP lawyers, we’re tasked with 
protecting the product and advising clients how to avoid 
infringement. That means looking at every aspect of the 
product to assess what is appropriate for protection and 
what may be covered by third-party rights.”

While functional elements may permit patent protection, 
there is a range of options for brand protection. 
Determining which rights apply to wearable tech 
products can be complex.

Trademarks—In the U.S. and some other jurisdictions, 
trademarks offer protection for a variety of product 
attributes—from color, shape and scent to touch, sound 
and motion. Any or all of these trademark attributes may 
be involved with wearable technology products.

In addition, Berman says wearable technology products 
are usually marketed internationally, in order to recoup 

the significant investments required to bring them to 
market. “You can’t just think about the United States 
or China. You need to think much broader than that,” 
he says, adding that the portable nature of wearable 
technology products magnifies this issue. “If you have 
a smart watch or a heart monitor and someone wears 
it to another country, could you potentially create an 
infringement issue?” 

Accordingly, companies should assess the availability 
of trademarks for wearable technology brands in all 
jurisdictions where they foresee marketing or distributing 
their products. 

Trade Dress—The unique nature of wearable technology 
really plays out in the area of trade dress, Berman says. 
“When developing wearable technology, it almost 
by definition has some functionality so you could be 
designing yourself away from any trade dress protection. 
If you plan to seek trade dress protection, you need to 
design a product that will not be subject to a claim  
of functionality.”

He notes that trade dress protection is more difficult 
to obtain than trademark protection. “It takes longer 
and typically you have to show secondary meaning and 
distinctiveness. That can be a battle,” Berman explains. 
“So trade dress protection can work, but it depends to  
a great extent upon the particular country. Some 
countries don’t protect 3D marks. Even in the best  
cases, it’s difficult.”

Moreover, while design and appearance are key elements 
of a wearable product’s appeal and distinctiveness, 
Berman points out that these designs are anything but 
permanent. “Fashions change and you need to update 
constantly. That’s the problem with trade dress,” he 
explains. “It takes time to establish secondary meaning 
and by the time you get a registration or rights to trade 
dress, it’s changed. It just moves on to something else.”

Design Patents—Berman says this IP protection may be 
particularly helpful for wearable technology products, 
covering specific design features in ways that trademarks 
and trade dress cannot. Unlike trade dress, there is  
no requirement to prove distinctiveness, so obtaining  
a design patent is usually far easier but may be  
more expensive. 

1  Wearable Computing: Global Market Set to Grow to $30.2 billion in 2018, PRNewswire, Oct. 15, 2014 [http://www.prnewswire.com/
news-releases/wearable-computing-global-market-set-to-grow-to-302-billion-in-2018-279321092.html]
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“Design patents cover ornamental looks, which is the 
heart of wearable technology,” he explains. “If the 
product includes ornamental features, particularly 
those that are three-dimensional, you may be better off 
with seeking a design patent as opposed to trade dress 
protection, although they are not mutually exclusive.” 
He notes, however, that a trademark or trade dress 
registration offers lifetime protection, while a design 
patent has a limited lifespan; 15 years in the U.S.

Unregistered Design—In some jurisdictions, within 
the European Union, for example, brand owners may 
still have rights to non-functional designs even if they 
have not registered them. However, Berman cautions 
against relying on this protection. “It’s not the most 
reliable form of protection because you still have to 
prove distinctiveness and the design doesn’t bear any 
presumptions of validity or enforceability.” 

Copyright—Because copyright doesn’t protect functional 
items under at least U.S. law, product owners may 
consider this protection primarily for product instructions 
and packaging, particularly if there are concerns of 
counterfeiting. Berman says that although copyright 
protection subsists once the work is authored and put 
in a tangible form, “It is better to apply for copyright 
registration and obtain a registration. Most U.S. courts 
lately are accepting copyright filings for jurisdictional 
purposes, and a registration will go a long way to show  
a foreign infringer that you own copyright rights.”

Another dimension of copyright specific to wearables 
involves data delivered by or created by the device. 
Protections for streaming information, such as films  
or other content, vary from one country to another, 

Berman says, adding that data created by the device 
poses other questions. “Who owns the copyright to the 
created data? There are also potential privacy concerns.” 

The Case for Proactive Planning 
What kinds of issues can arise when defending  
wearable technology brands? Berman pointed to a 
number of recent cases where wearable technology 
figured prominently. 

In 2013, London-based Fitbug, a maker of wearable 
“health coaching” devices, filed suit against Fitbit, 
which makes wearable fitness tracking devices, alleging 
trademark infringement. 

“The case did not get to the merits and Fitbug lost 
because it waited too long to enforce its rights,” Berman 
notes, adding the court ruled in favor of Fitbit’s laches 
defense arguing that the plaintiff unreasonably delayed 
in enforcing its rights. Fitbit introduced its products 
in 2008 and Fitbug did not bring suit until 2013. This 
underscores the importance of acting in a timely manner 
in cases of alleged infringement.

Another case still working its way through the courts is 
Motorola v. UNORTH. According to Berman, Motorola 
claims trademark rights in a series of marks with the 
word “moto” and filed suit against UNORTH based on  
its use of “mota” in a mark for a wearable device. “The 
case is pending but it includes the traditional plethora  
of trademark infringement, unfair competition, and 
dilution counts,” he says, noting that the case is set for 
trial next year. 
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A well-publicized case involves tech giant Google. In 
2013, the company applied to register the trademark 
“Glass” for its Google Glass product. The registration 
was opposed by companies with existing brands that 
also included the word “glass.” While these oppositions 
were resolved with the brand owners, another barrier 
appeared. U.S. Patent and Trademark Office examiners 
suggested that the term was merely “descriptive” and 
not sufficiently distinctive. Google can still use Glass to 
brand its product, but it may have difficulty enforcing its 
perceived rights to the word.

Focus on the Fundamentals
Berman says that, while wearable technology is relatively 
new, companies wanting to protect their products’ assets 
need to focus on the traditional fundamentals.

“Search and apply early. Be thorough in your searching 
and apply for trademark protection as soon as 
possible,” he advises. “Search both traditional sources 
of trademarks and social media sites. Apply not just for 
the trademark, but also for all the different social media 
handles and domain names,” he says, adding that brand 
owners should extend their search and filing beyond the 
U.S. market. “These are basic strategies, but they help 
minimize potential issues.”

Ownership of all IP assets is also crucial with wearables. 
Berman advises that companies make sure they have 
strong employment and/or assignment agreements that 
require employees or contractors to transfer intellectual 

property rights to the company. “I can’t count the 
number of times we have had clients go to an ad agency 
or branding company to develop a brand and later find 
out the branding company owns it,” he says, noting that 
agencies also commonly purchase domain names for 
clients, calling into question who owns them.

Ongoing Vigilance
Once marks are registered, brand owners should be 
vigilant. “You should have watch services in place so you 
can catch potential infringements early, before they grow 
into huge problems,” Berman notes. “Once an alleged 
infringer has invested a lot of money, they are more likely 
to fight.”

Continued awareness is especially important in the 
wearable technology arena due to the speed at which 
the market is growing, Berman says. “It (the wearable 
technology arena) is moving very quickly. So whether you 
are trying to protect, develop, or enforce IP in wearables, 
it has to be something that is well thought-out, quickly, 
and promptly effectuated.”

Finally, Berman reminds brand owners not to overlook 
normal protection steps in the face of a new technology. 
“There’s something very exciting about wearable 
technology. And when business people get overwhelmed 
with excitement, things are missed. Slip-ups occur. This 
happens all the time,” he says. “They just say, this is 
great, we’ll worry about legal tomorrow. But you can’t.”
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